Boundary conditions, in particular no-slip boundary conditions, are usually imposed in vortex methods through the creation of vorticity. In three dimensions, this is typically done by creating vortex \blobs" or \segments". However, with these computational elements, one compromises accuracy by losing the divergence-free nature of the vorticity eld. Furthermore, these methods preclude the use of hairpin removal strategies for simplifying the calculation. We explore remedies for this problem through the use of discrete elements of uid impulse (also known as \magnets"). In particular, two strategies for evolving impulse from a boundary, consistent with the no-slip condition, are proposed; they correspond to two choices of gauge. Sheet-like elements are created at walls to carry this impulse; as these elements di use away from the wall into the ow interior they are transformed into vortex loops of equal impulse. In this way hybrid vortex algorithms are determined for three-dimensional incompressible bounded ow. These ideas are illustrated by numerical experiment with high Reynolds number ow past a sphere.
Introduction
Vortex methods in three-dimensions typically enforce no-slip boundary conditions by the creation of disjoint three-dimensional vortex blobs, arrows, or segments, which subsequently evolve according to their transport equation. Typically the divergence-free property of the vorticity eld is not enforced exactly during the evolution, and this can lead to loss of accuracy, manifesting itself, for example, in rapidly growing instability in the time-evolution. Furthermore, the use of non-solenoidal elements precludes the use of hairpin removal and renormalization strategies 6].
On the other hand, Buttke's 3] reformulation of vortex methods in terms of impulse elements naturally preserves the divergence-free character of vorticity. In order to use this formalism in a problem of viscous ow bounded by solid walls, one needs a boundary condition for impulse which enforces no-slip at the solid boundary. We consider the problem of bounded exterior ow; namely ow in B 2 IR 3 with an interior boundary surface @B. The speci c example we will consider is ow over a sphere.
The impulse (or magnetization) m is de ned in terms of vorticity as = r m. The identity r m r u implies that velocity u and impulse m are equal up to an additive gradient, m = u + r (1) This where is a scalar function. This is a gauge freedom which implies that neither m nor is uniquely determined. This freedom makes it possible to localize m, i.e., to choose so that the support of m is bounded if the support of the vorticity is bounded 3].
One natural generalization of familiar vortex methods (with vorticity created tangential to @B) is achieved by choosing m perpendicular to @B. This leads to an algorithm which embodies the creation and subsequent conservation of circulation. An alternative algorithm can be based on the choice of m parallel to @B. At a given time step this implies the creation of an impulse density at the wall equal to the`slip-ow' there, and opposite in direction. This enforces momentum conservation.
There is a simple relationship between impulse of compact support and an equivalent vortex loop; the impulse equals the product of the circulation of the loop and its spanned area. Given an impulse element one can construct a lament loop of equal impulse with which to replace it. This matching of impulse allows a creation algorithm for impulse at a solid wall to be used to generate a system of vortex loops at an interface between a wall boundary-layer and the ow interior. Vortex loops created in this way will be consistent with a no-slip condition, and their subsequent evolution will preserve the solendoidal character of the vorticity eld. Representing the ow in the interior by an ensemble of closed vortex loops of uniform circulation has the additional advantage that hairpin-removal strategies can be invoked to reduce the computational e ort.
Since there exists 3, 4] an evolution equation for impulse in the interior, it is possible to cast the entire ow problem in terms of impulse. However the use of impulse elements in the interior poses a number of di cult numerical problems. The strength of the elements increases very rapidly as they evolve, placing serious demands on the accuracy of the time-integration. This problem is avoided if impulse elements are used only transitionally at walls.
In order to illustrate the potential usefulness of this approach to solving for bounded ow problems, we apply these ideas to high-Reynolds number ow past a sphere. We discuss how forces and impulse are to be calculated in a ow described by closed-loop laments.
Evolution of impulse in unbounded ow
The equations of motion for incompressible viscous ow are the Navier-Stokes equations: @u @t + u ru = u ? rp (2) where u is the velocity satisfying the condition r u = 0, and p is the pressure (we assume uniform unit density, = 1). The parameter is the kinematic viscosity.
The divergence of (1) yields:
= r m (3) Hence we can express the velocity in terms of the impulse as u = m ? rf ?1 fr mgg (4) where ?1 represents the inverse Laplace operator.
Considering the curl of the Navier-Stokes equation (2) , and invoking vector identities and the equality r u = r m, we can verify that the evolution equation for m,
is equivalent to (2) in the absence of walls. This is the gauge invariant form of (2 
Choice of gauge
Vortex methods applied to bounded ow are based on the application of the Kelvin-Helmholtz circulation theorem to vortex elements. At a given time circulation is created at a wall to extinguish the`slip-eld'. This circulation is typically attached to a vortex sheet which is made to di use vertically from the wall in a \particle" modelling of the Prandtl boundary layer equations 5]. Upon leaving the neighbourhood of the boundary, these sheets are transformed into vortex segments (or blobs) bearing the circulation created at the wall. These segments are parallel to the wall and perpendicular to the slip-eld at point of creation. The segments are then transported in the ow, to which they contribute an induced eld. This boundary layer approximation can be recast in terms of impulse variables, leading to the evolution of tangential vortex elements from the surface in the form of vortex loops. As these elements are transported they preserve the solenoidal character of the vorticity eld. This class of methods leads to m normal to the wall.
Another choice of gauge makes m parallel to the wall. This can be interpreted as allowing the tangential boundary forces to impart impulse to the uid directly. The two choices lead to the same vorticity eld in a uid continuum, but they are not necessarily numerically equivalent; the choice of gauge determines where the impulse elements and the vortex elements that they eventually produce are concentrated; the best choice of gauge is likely to depend of what part of the ow one is most interested in. The analysis of the best choice remains to be done.
Impulse and drag
Impulse is created to enforce no-slip at a solid boundary @B. The elements of impulse are eventually transformed into vortex loops of equal impulse. At the same time`image' vortex loops are created to enforce impermeability at @B. In the case of inviscid ow M is a conserved quantity, and therefore dM=dt = 0. In the case of ow where impulse is being created at a solid boundary, we can relate dM=dt to forces exerted by the uid on the boundary.
The total frictional force acting on a stationary blu body in viscous ow is a sum of two quantities, skin friction and form drag, both of which have direct expression in terms of impulse. Skin friction is expressed as a surface integral 1 Re Z @B n dS (7) where n is the normal to the surface. One expects skin friction to be a small component of the We can use dimensional considerations the neighbourhood of a solid wall to develop a choice of gauge which will lead us to approximate equations of motion analogous to the boundary layer equations discussed, for example, by Schlichting 13] . Using this dimensional description, we can now examine the three cartesian component equations of (5) We have just shown that it is self-consistent to choose m at the wall normal to the wall, provided a boundary layer approximation is used very near to the wall, as must be done anyway to ensure accuracy.
We can nd a boundary condition for m z at the wall. Since we have (11) where the integration is carried out along the boundary. This expression is similar to that developed in 14] | this is to say the normally-directed vector potential described in 14] can be identi ed with the normal component of a magnetization vector.
A discussion in reference 7] (pp. 74{75) is relevant also to Eq. 10. We could choose the region in which a numerical boundary layer is con ned to be su ciently thin, speci cally O(Re ? ), where > (12) with C a path taken in the surface. For a closed path in the surface the line integral represents the circulation through the area spanned by the path; due to impermeability, and for su ciently simple geometries, this closed integral should vanish (for example, if C were in a simply-connected convex surface). It will be noted that, to Eqs. 11 or 12, attaches an arbitary additive constant of integration which re ects the non-uniqueness of m. The choice of origin for the line-integration (12) is immaterial.
The level curves of m z should have a physical signi cance. The vorticity, , in the boundary layer approximation, is tangential to the boundary. At any point of the boundary must be both normal to rm z and to the normal vectorẑ (recall in the present cartesian case = r m zẑ = rm z ẑ).
If we de ne a unit vector aligned to the local vorticity, i.e.q =j j, then q rm z = @m z @q = 0: This is to say the level curves of m z in the wall are lines of equivorticity.
To summarize, Eq. 12 can be used to evolve magnetization from a no-slip surface. At some time t the no-slip condition fails to be satis ed: The slip eld can then be integrated in (12) to produce a value of m n at every point of the surface. Equation 10 represents an equation of motion for impulse density (and this equation may be further simpli ed to a di usion equation within an appropriately small distance from the surface).
Matching boundary ow to the interior
We have described a method for determining the distribution of impulse density over a closed solid boundary. A principle of localization can be applied to this distribution in analogy with that used in the construction of vortex sheets to model boundary layer ow. Imagine an impulse density determined at each point of the surface. The surface can be partitioned into tiles, and each tile can be made to bear the appropriate local value of m n . For example this value for the jth such tile could be determined from a quadrature version of the line-integration
taking integration in x to be generic). Each such tile would interact with other tiles according to (10) . For small enough values of this is primarily a di usion normal to the surface. In a random-walk representation of di usion we would require to be at most several mean-free paths, i.e. some small multiple of p 2dt=Re, with dt the time-step. These values can be interpolated to the centroid of each patch. This patch de nes the dimensions of a vortex sheet: the tangential velocity at the centroid of this sheet is evaluated; the previously determined impulse density is simply attached to the sheet.
The sheets represent a numerical Prandtl-like boundary layer 5] of thickness . They are subject to di usion normal to the wall. The parameter is chosen su ciently small so that advective interaction between sheets can be neglected. Upon leaving this layer, each sheet is transformed into a circular vortex loop (more precisely a polygonal approximation to a circle) in a plane tangential to @B and with prescribed circulation ?. The radius of this loop is determined by matching the loss of impulse caused by the sheet's departure from the sheet layer; for a given impulse density m r and tile area da, we determine a loop radius r = p jm r j da=? .
ESAIM: Proceedings, Vol. 1, 1996, pp. 65{76 In order to preserve impermeability at @B, an image loop is created simultaneously inside the sphere. This image is constructed by locating the inversion points of the polygon's vertices.
For a segment whose centroid has position vector r, and whose circulation is ?, the circulation of the image is ? 0 = ?r? 2]. The velocity eld induced by such a collection of segments and images is determined by the usual Biot-Savart algorithm; the Biot-Savart kernel is convolved with a smoothing function. Some attention must be paid to ensuring that smoothing is applied in such a way that the impermeability condition is not violated. The loops are transported in the resulting velocity eld (and stretched) using fourth-order Runge-Kutta integrators. As segments are stretched, they are subdivided to maintain their initial level of re nement. The techniques of hairpin removal can also be applied to the ensemble of laments 6]. Di usion can be modelled in the ow interior by imparting to each loop a uniform three-dimensional random walk displacement; numerical experiment indicates that the contribution of this to the interior ow is relatively small at high Reynolds number. One expects such a challenging ow regime to require considerable computational resources, and numerical experiment indeed suggests the algorithm leads quickly to a very large ensemble of loops. The tools of hairpin removal and renormalization can be used to reduce the amount of labor. Figures 1 illustrate the ow evolution over a sphere using the method described in this section. We consider a notional Reynolds number of 200,000 but it should be noted that (in the present method with m normal to the surface) Reynolds number appears primarily in the thickness of the sheet layer. The uniform incident ow is in the positive x-direction. We choose a vortex circulation of ? = 0:1, a time step dt = 0:2 which is admittedly large for the present ow, but serves to illustrate the algorithm. Some aspects of Chorin's hairpin removal strategy are invoked (but not reconnection and deconnection). The sphere is partitioned using an icosahedron recursively re ned three times, this is to say into 1280 surface patches. At the conclusion of step 9 there are 3059 sheets in the sheet layer; after step 12 there are 4070 sheets. The number of laments in the ow interior for the time-steps shown in Fig. 1 are presented in Table I , together with drag and lift coe cients calculated using the formulae of Section 4. At step 12 the x-component of skin-friction calculated from (7) is 0.07% of total drag.
The experimental value of drag coe cient expected for such a ow is about 0.5. Of course the present calculation would represent at best an instantaneous measurement of drag in an initial ow, where the wake is not fully developed. A more considered calculation of drag must await a solution of the problem over longer time, which is in progress. One can note in Fig. 1 the formation of a shedding pentagonal vortex ring structure. These computations were performed on a Cray-2. 6 Choosing m parallel to the wall We have described in Section 5 a method in which the concept of uid impulse of compact support is exploited to match a partitioned vortex sheet which has been created at the wall to closed vortex loops in the ow interior. An alternative approach to modelling the e ect of a solid boundary on ow is to model the wall forces directly as \impulse creation". A strategy to express the physics associated with this process can be stated as follows. At time t at some point on the boundary there exists a tangential slip velocity u slip . An element of impulse density can be created at this point such that m = ?u slip , thus establishing no-slip there at that instant. This corresponds to an alternative gauge in which m is parallel to the wall.
This element of impulse density is subject to evolution according to (5) . In the immediate neighbourhood of the wall this can be approximated as a di usion normal to the surface. In particular, the element can di use through a viscous sheet layer of thickness , and the uid impulse, M, associated with an element of surface area da, leaving this layer is M = m da . Upon entering the interior this element can be equated to a vortex loop of equivalent impulse; for example, this could be a circular loop of radius r = s jmj da ?
The plane of this loop will be oriented vertically to the wall, and normal to the direction of slip ow at the point of creation. (Note that this is in contrast to the method described in Section 5.) One way of implementing this idea is to rst create vortex tiles, calculate the impulse associated with them (which is, as time progresses, the created impulse density times the volume traversed between tile and wall), and then, at the edge of the numerical boundary layer, we can replace the tile by an equivalent element of impulse in the form of a vortex loop. An impulse-creation strategy such as this has obvious attractions: the creation principle is \localized", and this is more consistent with the idea of localized Lagrangian elements. No lineintegration (and thus no corresponding numerical quadrature) is required in the boundary|such as that of Eq. 12|to determine the closure of closed loop laments. The creation process is a statement of momentum conservation. On the other hand, the vorticity created using m parallel to the boundary admits a more complex structure than that associated with m normal to the boundary.
The possibility of normal vorticity at the wall itself is automatically included. Furthermore, the scale of the viscous sheet layer (itself typically a function of Reynolds number) enters into the scale of the created vortex loops. (Again this is in contrast with the method of Section 5.) 7 
In conclusion
The di erence between the two methods presented here is a di erence between two choices of gauge. A partition of vorticity into vortex loops is not unique (vortex loops can be connected and disconnected in such a way that the vorticity eld is left undisturbed), and to each set of vortex loops there corresponds a set of spanning surfaces and therefore a set of magnetization elds. All these elds di er from each other by a choice of gauge.
The problem of picking the gauge that is most useful numerically remains to be solved; presumably numerical experiment will shed light on this question, and initial experiments are in progress. It is likely that the answer is problem-dependent. Whatever the gauge, the use of vortex loops and impulse considerations near walls allows one to create vorticity in a manner that is divergence-free, which simpli es the application of hairpin removal and renormalization algorithms, and which is likely to lead to simpler and more accurate three-dimensional particle methods.
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